Does POCT reduce the risk of error in laboratory testing?
Point-of-care testing (POCT), the fastest growing segment of the current clinical laboratory testing market, is a rapid means for providing test results in different clinical settings. In theory, this tool eliminates some of the more problematic steps in the testing process, including specimen transport and result distribution. However, POCT has created new challenges, and sources of potential errors; moreover, while the upsurge in its use has generated concerns regarding the quality of test results, few data are available in the literature on errors with POCT. Nor are data available for the evaluation of errors, and the risk of errors in POCT based on all steps in the entire testing process, including test requesting and result utilization. According to a modified Kost model, which takes into account all steps of the testing process and latent conditions for error, POCT reduces errors and the risk of error in only a few steps of the testing process. There is therefore an urgent need for an evaluation of errors and risks of error in POCT that is based on the entire testing process and uses well-designed studies aiming to improve clinical outcomes and increase patient safety.